MAKING INTEGRATION A SEAMLESS PROCESS
The best tools in education according to global standards.

With IMS standard processes, it has been possible to combine the best performance of an LMS and third-party tools, providing lecturers and students with endless possibilities to get more content and functions that make the whole educational path easier. This is how we do it in itslearning.

Single sign-on to great apps

The Learning Tools Interoperability™ (LTI) specifications allow remote tools and content to be integrated into a Learning Management System (LMS). As part of our ongoing commitment to interoperability with third parties, we are improving how we work with LTI 1.1 and adding support for IMS LTI Deep Linking in modules. This allows you to work with more tool and content providers directly from itslearning.

Here are some examples of tools that can be easily integrated with LTI:

- Adobe connect
- Big Blue Button
- Zoom
- Peergrade
- Turnitin
- Digietam
- One Note
- And more!

Popular resources within your reach

Lecturers can also engage learners and increase productivity with single sign-on access to their favorite tools and apps, such as:

- Google Suite
- Microsoft Office
- Dropbox
- OneDrive
- Turnitin
- And more!

LTI Deep Linking capabilities

Now, you can use IMS LTI Deep Linking in itslearning to insert content from third parties into the editor. For example, you can insert videos from Kaltura into assignments, notes, pages and many other places. You can link to third-party tools, such as the Kaltura Media Gallery, directly from itslearning menus.

Did you know?

Kaltura was successfully integrated in itslearning to support the academic programs at VIA University College in Denmark. Today, more than 40,000 lecturers and students use the tool to create and share media content easily while improving the user experience of the students.

Seamless API and SIS Integration

Making the job easier for lecturers means never having to say, “double entry.” The itslearning LMS automates rostering and assessments passback with Student Information System (SIS), saving lecturers time and ensuring data consistency across the board. All this within the GDPR regulatory framework. We also offer a variety of integration options to meet the needs of your institution, such as OneRoster, IMS-E, API and Clever.

Continuous improvement with IMS

itslearning is not only a Contributing Member of IMS, but has also earned certifications for many leading industry protocols. This guarantees that content, tools, and systems will work together effectively for the benefit of institutions and their users.

Some of these certifications include:

- Certified by IMS Global Learning for QTI® v.2.1
- Certified by IMS Global Learning for OneRoster 1.1
- Certified by IMS Global Learning for LTI 1.1
- Certified by IMS Global Learning for CC 1.2
- Certified by IMS Global Learning for CC 1.3